Diabetic ketoacidosis at diagnosis: role of family history and class II HLA genotypes
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Abstract

Objective: To explore the relationship between family history of diabetes and frequency of diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) at diagnosis and to analyze the possible association between HLA genotypes and DKA.

Design and methods: We recruited 510 children and adolescents aged <17 years with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and collected information on first-degree relative (FDR) history of T1D. DKA and severe DKA were defined as blood pH <7.30 and <7.10 at diabetes onset respectively. Risk categories for developing T1D were determined according to various HLA DQA1-DQB1 haplotype combination genotypes.

Results: The frequency of DKA and severe DKA at diagnosis was 34.7 and 7.2% respectively. DKA was more frequent in younger patients (<2 years (60.0%; P<0.001)) and occurred less in children with at least one FDR affected by T1D (13.0 vs 37.4%, P<0.001). The logistic regression showed that age at diagnosis (<2 years) and increased HLA-associated risk genotypes were independent predictors of DKA (P<0.01, odds ratio (OR)=1.068 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.021–1.117); P<0.05, OR=1.606 (95% CI 1.034–2.475)). Introducing the presence of T1D in at least one FDR in the logistic model, a significant association between DKA and age at diagnosis (<2 years; P<0.01, OR=1.072 (95% CI 1.024–1.123)) and absence of FDRs with T1D (P=0.001, OR=4.287 (95% CI 1.770–10.383)) was found, but no more with increased HLA-associated risk genotype (P=0.06, OR=1.550 (95% CI 0.992–2.423)).

Conclusions: HLA-associated high-risk genotypes are associated with a high chance of presenting DKA at diabetes onset. However, having at least one FDR with T1D reduced the risk of DKA regardless of HLA genotype.

Introduction

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in children with type 1 diabetes (T1D). The frequency of DKA at T1D onset has a wide geographic variation, and rates inversely correlate with the regional incidence of the disease (1). DKA at onset of T1D is more common in younger children (<4 years of age), children without a first-degree relative (FDR) with T1D, and those from families of lower socioeconomic status (2). Rising standards of medical information and greater awareness concurrent with an increase in incidence have modified the clinical presentation at onset of childhood T1D in Europe (3, 4, 5).

Specific HLA class II gene alleles at the HLA-DRB1, DQA1, and DQB1 loci are the major genetic determinants of susceptibility and resistance to T1D. In Caucasian populations, the highest risk for developing the disease has been associated with the DR3-DQA1*0501-DQB1*0201/DR4-DQA1*0301-DQB1*0302 genotype, whereas the strongest negative association has been found with the DRB1*1501-DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602 genotype (6). At present, little is known about the association between HLA class II genotypes and DKA risk at diagnosis of T1D, although this might be clinically relevant in FDRs of subjects affected by T1D (7). Recently, a Finnish study showed that children with a strong/moderate risk of T1D HLA genotypes had lower frequency of DKA and severe DKA than subjects with other genotypes (8). On the basis of the variations in the distribution of particular DQ genotypes that confer a high risk of T1D in the general population in Europe, it appears interesting to analyze a population with a lower incidence of T1D and a different genetic background, such as that of Italians (9).
The aim of this study was to explore the relationship between family history of diabetes and frequency of DKA at diagnosis and to analyze a possible association between HLA genotypes and DKA rate in a sample of Italian children with T1D.

Materials and methods

The study cohort comprised 510 children and adolescents aged <17 years who had been diagnosed with T1D in three Pediatric Units of northern Italy (Verona, Pavia, and Genoa) between 2000 and 2011. The protocol was in accordance with the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki as revised in 2008 and approved by the Committee of Public Health Care Authority of Verona. Informed consent was obtained from all the children and their parents.

Information on family history (mother, father, siblings, and grandparents) of type 1 and type 2 diabetes was collected by interviewing the parents of participating children. Definition of T1D was based on diagnosis at a young age, presence of β-cell autoantibodies, and/or persistent requirement of exogenous insulin from the time of diagnosis. Gestational diabetes, monogenic diabetes, or unclassified diabetes was not included in the analysis. DKA was defined as blood pH <7.30 and severe DKA as pH <7.10 at diabetes onset (2).

Risk categories for developing T1D (strongly increased, moderately/slightly increased, neutral, or decreased) were determined according to various HLA DQA1-DQB1 haplotype combination genotypes. The strongly increased group included heterozygosity for the two risk-associated haplotypes DQA1*0501-DQB1*0201 and DQA1*0301/2/3-DQB1*0302. The moderately/slightly increased group included homozygosity for the two risk-associated haplotypes or one risk-associated haplotype combined with a slightly increased risk/neutral/protective haplotype. The neutral risk group is characterized by having a genotype with no risk or protective haplotypes. The decreased risk group is characterized by having combinations of two protective haplotypes or a protective haplotype associated with a neutral one. DKA frequencies were compared between the four HLA-associated risk groups and with family history of diabetes.

Data were analyzed using SPSS version 19.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Data are shown as mean and S.D. Differences between the two groups were assessed by Student’s t-test after checking for normal distribution. The Mann–Whitney U test was used for unequally distributed variables. Distributions were analyzed by cross-tabulation and χ² statistics. A logistic regression analysis was also done to determine whether the frequency of DKA was related to age, sex, HLA genotype, and T1D in FDRs; the results are reported as odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI). A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Five hundred and ten (268 boys, 52.5%) subjects with T1D were recruited. The mean age at diagnosis was 7.8 (range 0.8–16.0) years. The frequency of DKA (pH <7.3) at diagnosis was 34.7% (177/510) and the frequency of severe DKA (pH <7.1) at diagnosis was 7.2% (37/510). DKA was reported in 31.7% of boys (85/268) and 38.0% of girls (92/242); severe DKA was reported in 6.3% of boys (17/268) and 8.3% of girls (20/242). DKA was more frequent in younger patients (age <2 years) with a frequency almost twice that of the other age groups (2–5, 5–10, and >10 years) (60.0% vs 29.5%, 34.3%, and 27.6%; P<0.001) (Table 1). In the total sample, the diabetes status of the FDRs was known, and in 94.0% (48 out of 510) of the patients, at least one FDR was affected by T1D; in 46 (95.8%) of these families, there was only one FDR with T1D and two families (4.2%) had at least two family members with T1D. DKA occurred with less frequency in children with at least one FDR affected by T1D compared with children with no FDRs affected by T1D (13.0 vs 37.4%, P<0.001). There was no particular association between DKA frequency and grandparents with T1D or T2D (data not shown).

An HLA-associated risk was defined in all the enrolled children. No statistically significant differences were found in the HLA genotype risk category distribution between boys and girls and among different age groups (<2, 2–5, 5–10, and >10 years). Subjects with strongly increased or moderately/slightly increased HLA-associated risk genotypes were more likely to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The number of subjects (n) and the frequencies (%) of total enrolled patients with DKA (pH &lt;7.3) or severe DKA (pH &lt;7.1) at T1D onset according to age groups and gender.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis (years)</td>
<td>Total subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n and frequencies (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>65 (12.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>105 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>195 (38.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>145 (28.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>510 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
present DKA at T1D onset compared with subjects with a neutral or decreased HLA-associated risk genotype (82.5 vs 17.5%; P<0.001) (Table 2).

Children younger than 2 years (those with the highest risk of developing DKA) had increased HLA-associated risk genotypes in almost 90% of cases (89.5 vs 10.5%; P<0.001). Neutral/decreased HLA-associated risk genotypes and increased HLA-associated risk genotypes had the same frequency in patients with at least one FDR affected by T1D compared with children with no FDR with T1D (80.1 vs 78.3%; 19.9 vs 21.7%; P=NS).

The logistic regression model was applied to identify variables associated with DKA, including age at diagnosis, gender, HLA DQB1 risk categories, and the presence of T1D in FDRs. Age at diagnosis (<2 years of age) and HLA risk categories (increased HLA-associated risk genotypes) were identified as independent predictors of DKA (P<0.01, OR=1.068 (95% CI 1.021–1.117); P<0.05, OR=1.606 (95% CI 1.034–2.475) respectively). When the presence of T1D in at least one FDR was introduced in the logistic model, a significant association between DKA and age at diagnosis (<2 years of age; P<0.01, OR=1.072 (95% CI 1.024–1.123)) and absence of FDRs with T1D (P=0.001, OR=4.287 (95% CI 1.770–10.383)) was found, but having an increased HLA-associated risk genotype was no longer significant (P=0.06, OR=1.550 (95% CI 0.992–2.423)) (Table 3).

### Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first population-based analysis of Italian children and adolescents aged <17 years diagnosed with T1D, in which the association between HLA DQB1 genotypes and the presence of DKA at diabetes onset was explored. From our data, a very young age was consistently associated with a higher risk of DKA at diagnosis. This increased risk was most noticeable in children under 2 years with a frequency almost twice that of the other age groups (2–5, 5–10, and >10 years). There are probably several reasons for this. The most likely explanation is the less frequent suspicion of diabetes in younger children as well as the classical symptoms of diabetes that are difficult to distinguish from other acute illnesses at this age (10). Dehydration and acidosis also develop more quickly in young children and the mechanisms of metabolic compensation are less efficient (10, 11). Moreover, β-cell destruction may be more aggressive in children under 2 years at onset of diabetes, and their endogenous insulin secretory capacity worsens faster than in older children (10, 12).

Our study confirms that the presence of T1D in an FDR protects the child from DKA at diagnosis, as was previously reported in a Finnish study and in a recent systematic review (8, 10). Interestingly, the protective effect of family history of diabetes seems to be more important than the presence of strongly increased or moderately/weakly increased risk HLA DQB1 genotypes. In the population with no FDRs with T1D, strongly increased or moderately/weakly increased risk HLA DQB1 genotypes are directly correlated with DKA at T1D onset, as shown by the logistic regression analysis. Frequency of DKA at onset was lower (13.4%) in children with at least one FDR affected by T1D, whereas in children with no FDRs with T1D, we found an almost threefold frequency of DKA (37.4%). Similar observations have been reported in previous studies (3, 8). The reasons for the reduced frequency of DKA in children with at least one FDR with T1D are comprehensible. In those families, the signs and symptoms of diabetes onset are well known, equipment for blood glucose self-monitoring is usually available, and parents with experience will more likely contact a doctor who can prescribe treatment promptly (10, 13). No statistical correlations were found between the presence of type 2 diabetes in FDR of children with T1D and DKA at diabetes onset.

Several studies have reported the effect of family history of diabetes on presentation with DKA at T1D onset. Although having a FDR with T1D decreased the frequency of DKA in three studies (14, 15, 16), it did not predict a diagnosis of new onset of diabetes before progression to DKA in a US study after adjustment for sex, age, primary or secondary care diagnosis, and...
duration of symptoms (17). A German study adjusted for sex, age, and social status also failed to show a significant association with a family history of either type 1 or type 2 diabetes in siblings, parents, or grandparents (18). In a recent study, Hekkala et al. (8) showed that children with a strong/moderate risk of T1D HLA genotypes had a lower frequency of DKA and severe DKA than subjects with other genotypes. On the contrary, in our study, subjects with strongly increased or moderately/ slightly increased HLA-associated risk genotypes were more likely to present DKA at T1D onset, compared with subjects with neutral or decreased HLA-associated risk genotypes (82.5 vs 17.5%; P<0.001). The reasons for this discrepancy could likely be found in a greater awareness of T1D and its symptoms in the Finnish population on the basis of the higher prevalence of this disease in Finland than in Italy and of the effect of the ongoing prospective T1D Prediction and Prevention (DIPP) study in Finland. Through this study, all the newborn infants born in three university hospitals were screened for HLA- conferred susceptibility to T1D, and those with HLA genotypes conferring high or moderate disease risk were monitored from their day of birth with periodic determination of T1D-associated autoantibodies (3, 19). T1D was usually diagnosed in those patients at a very early stage and this contributes to lowering the risk of DKA among these children. In Italy (and in other European countries), there is no national HLA- conferred susceptibility to T1D screening program because of the lower incidence of the disease and the high cost of this kind of screening program. Consequently, it would be very difficult to identify T1D onset at a very early stage without an adequate knowledge of typical signs and symptoms of T1D. In this study, we stress the importance and protective effect of having at least one FDR with T1D in reducing DKA incidence at diabetes onset. Logistic regression analysis showed that children <2 years are the age category with the highest risk of presenting DKA at T1D onset even if OR values are not so remarkable; the presence of a parent or sibling with T1D had a protective effect that is more important even than the HLA-associated risk genotypes.

This study has certain limitations: i) our study cohort cannot be considered representative of the entire national population. However, the prevalence and incidence of T1D are similar in the north and south of the country, excluding Sardinia; ii) the lack of data regarding socioeconomic status of patients and their families, possible confounding factors; and iii) differences in DKA incidence could be affected by different degrees of medical awareness about T1D and DKA treatment protocols used in different pediatric units. However, a national consensus on clinical management of T1D at onset is available (20). The strengths of this study were: i) the novelty of the study, never having been performed in a European population with a relatively low incidence of T1D, such as Italy; and ii) the potential clinical implications of the results, suggesting the importance of improving awareness of T1D and its symptoms at onset in the general population.

In conclusion, this study shows that HLA-associated high-risk genotypes and the very young age at T1D diagnosis (<2 years) are associated with a high chance of presenting DKA at diabetes onset. However, family history characterized by having at least one FDR with T1D reduced the risk of DKA regardless of HLA genotype.
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